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SUMMARY Software-Defined Networking currently appears to be a major evolution towards network programmability. In this paper, we first analyze the network management capabilities of OpenFlow in order to identify the main challenges that are raised for SDN management. We address current deficiencies of SDN management and suggest solutions that incur research directions to be carried out for the management of enhanced SDN.
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1. Introduction

The Software-Defined Networking (SDN) concept has recently gained enormous popularity and it is perceived as one of the largest innovations in networking since the introduction of MPLS, which was developed about 15 years ago [1]. In fact, SDN has emerged as an approach to foster network innovation through enhanced flexibility, programmability, manageability and cost-effectiveness. It relies on several networking and IT ingredients which allow network providers to tailor service provisioning and chaining, and network resource allocation in the most efficient way. Such ingredients include flow-level manipulation, clear separation of control and data planes, open interfaces and data models as well as virtualization techniques. As such, SDN represents a significant step towards programmable packet networking. Still, there is an ongoing debate about the SDN architecture and its scope, and while the SDN acronym can be used for many programmable networks, the main SDN direction is still linked with the OpenFlow protocol that has been standardized by the Open Networking Foundation [2], [3]. The main feature of OpenFlow is programmability of selected network operations. These operations are mostly related to packet forwarding at flow level; however their potential range of applications is much broader.

As of today, the concept has limited management capabilities and completely ignores the latest advances in network management such as autonomic and cognitive networking concepts, though it tries to resolve some management-related problems (i.e. self-healing, network performance optimization, etc.). Basically, it is often admitted that OpenFlow operations could be complementary to classical management systems; however there are also other possibilities for incorporating management features in SDN networks.

In this paper, we raise the importance of management issues in SDN networks. We address the classical network management functions as well as SDN intrinsic management. In Sect. 2 we briefly present the main features of OpenFlow in the light of the traditional networking framework. In Sect. 3, we highlight some limitations of the OpenFlow model and we emphasize the need of extending the existing SDN concepts by management-related functions. In Sect. 4, we present main research directions in network management and some specific issues related to management of SDN are raised in Sect. 5. Finally, several variants of incorporating network management features in future SDN are presented in Sect. 6.

2. OpenFlow Features

OpenFlow has been developed by proposing an organic separation between control and data forwarding through an open interface to populate the forwarding information bases of switches. Network programmability is not a new concept and more than 10 years ago, significant research related to programmable [4] and active networking [5]-[7] has been carried out. Unfortunately, at that time, despite relatively high maturity, these concepts had gained marginal popularity and were not recognized by the networking industry as promising approaches. From 2004, the IETF Working Group ForCES — Forwarding and Control Element Separation — had initiated some work on such an issue and has produced many RFCs [8]. ForCES has hardly emerged and has not been adopted so far, though some aspects had been deeply analyzed.

In contrast, OpenFlow has been widely adopted by industry as a major enabler for network programmability. This approach is quite different from the older, above-mentioned concepts. In opposite to them, it can be seen as a simple bottom-up approach that can be easy deployed now, at least in a small scale. In fact, OpenFlow can be perceived as a kind of extension to the well-known Linux operating system firewall mechanisms, like iptables and ipchains [9]. The important feature of this approach is the identification of packet streams (i.e. flows) that have to be handled in the same way. The packet filtering rules are programmed in a
way that is already used by many operators for so-called Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), which main applications are network security and traffic engineering [10]. In OpenFlow the mentioned mechanisms have been reused and some new ones, taken directly from Linux networking mechanisms, have been added.

The main innovation introduced by ONF is the definition of the OpenFlow protocol that allows a computer (aka the OpenFlow controller) to control most of the networking operations, especially the forwarding rules, of other nodes named OpenFlow switches. The controller plays the master role in the master-slave model whereas the OpenFlow flow-level switches are the slaves. Their relatively simple functionalities include the identification the data flows and switching of flows according to the decisions taken by the controller. These decisions are disseminated using a relatively simple and light protocol. The controller sets individual forwarding rules for each identified flow or group of flows for all the switches in the network. Additionally, it can remove or clone the flows and manage flow tables and queues of the switches. It also has the ability to monitor the state of the switches. For example, it can read the status and the load of switch interfaces (ports). Due to such properties, adaptive operations and detection of some faults are possible. Resulting from the centralized architecture which makes it quite different from all other well-known data networking approaches, the switches do not take locally any decision regarding flows. It is worth to emphasize that flow-based approaches have been introduced from about a decade and include theoretical works [11] as well as implementations of flow-based networking [12],[13]. Also, widely popular monitoring tools for IP networks, like Netflow or IPFIX [14], are also flow-based. Despite its simplicity, the described approach brings a significant change into the data networking in many dimensions.

First, in opposite to packet-based routing, it introduces the notion of flow switching. The data flows can be considered as sessions that are not announced a priori by the user. The packet header inspection mechanism eliminates the need of signaling for such sessions, therefore the approach requires no change in existing applications and no end-to-end signaling protocol is required for proper operation of the OpenFlow-based network. Flow session durations can vary significantly, but in most cases, flows stay long enough to provide them individual way of switching.

Second, the introduction of a controller brings back the decoupling paradigm of the network control plane from the network forwarding (data) plane. Such separation has been well-known in telecommunication networks since more than two decades. The control plane is realized through the OpenFlow controller while the data plane is composed of connections between the switches. At present, the control plane is centralized and only one controller in the network may exist, though the introduction of multiple controllers is now under consideration as a way to ensure reliability and scalability. The supporters of OpenFlow often claim the benefits of a centralized approach. By providing network abstraction, it gives new abilities that were unavailable in classical, distributed routing-based networks such as centralized traffic engineering. In addition, the controller can use a generic computer platform and due to the relative simplicity of switches, their cost should then be lower than of current routers. Therefore, a new network based on OpenFlow should be cheaper and more flexible than the classical IP network.

Third, OpenFlow can be used for relatively rapid and simple creation of virtual networks [15], which importance is currently growing fast.

Fourth, OpenFlow offers the ability to program functions at a level that has not been achievable in IP networks. Thus the approach is open and the network owner or the operator can define the way in which each flow should be handled. It allows for high level of personalization of services offered to the end-users.

Finally, the approach has gained significant interest in the research community. Using OpenFlow, it is easy to create experimental networks in order to develop and test advanced networking mechanisms. Such experimental solutions can be easily converted into a commercial network. From a research perspective, this is a completely new situation in a comparison to IP networks. In the latter case, the scientists had only possibility to simulate new networking mechanisms and their deployment depends on vendors' strategy and standardization. It is worth to mention that the dominant trend now is to use GNU Public License (GPL) controller platforms [16]–[18].

While initially created for campus networks, OpenFlow is currently targeting data centre use cases, as SDN benefits could be more easily assessed in a “contained” environment under the control of network providers than in carrier networks. As of today, there are many experimental networks based on OpenFlow, and there is at least one commercial network [19]. Most of the networking equipment vendors offer OpenFlow-enabled devices (switches or controllers). Some of these solutions are solely OpenFlow-based whereas other can be seen as a double function solutions, i.e. they work as classical IP routers, but also support OpenFlow operations [20], [21].

OpenFlow is neither seen nor can be seen as the ultimate solution for SDN. As already emphasized, this is a bottom-up approach and a more systematic work on SDN has already been initiated. The ongoing works deal first with the analysis of the capabilities of SDN, overcoming some OpenFlow drawbacks, taking into account requirements related to large, commercial deployments, and, second, with the standardization of a more generic solution. Whereas the original OpenFlow specification has been developed by ONF, other standardization bodies like ITU-T [22], IETF [23] and IRTF [24] have also started working on SDN recently. It seems that there is a consensus that OpenFlow is a first and important step towards Future Networks, but there are still many issues that have to be solved in order to provide network operator-grade solutions. There is an important question whether these issues can be solved by
the OpenFlow evolution or if a completely new protocol or even set of protocols is required to cope with all required functionalities.

3. OpenFlow in the Context of SDN Evolution

The benefits of OpenFlow, mentioned in the previous section, do not mean that the concept is neither complete nor free of problematic issues. In this section we point out some problems, mostly those which have a potential impact on the network management.

One of the main functional issues is the lack of interfaces to the applications (so-called the Northbound interfaces). Such standardized interfaces would enable higher personalization of network services and a better way of interaction with applications and service providers. Additionally, they would provide a demarcation line between basic and advanced network services.

Another drawback of OpenFlow is related to the centralization of network control. There are obvious benefits of such an approach, which include a global view of the network state in one network controller and lower cost of the switches. Drawbacks are merely related to network reliability as the controller appears to be a single point of failure, and scalability which raises potential performance issues of the control plane in terms of reaction time or volume of control traffic. The centralization issue could be at least partially solved by splitting the network into smaller domains, but so far there is neither multi-controller architecture nor inter-controller interfaces (so-called Eastbound-Westbound interfaces) defined.

In OpenFlow-based networks, the controller is programmable and there is thus a need to manage the controller programmability. Such functionality requires on-the-fly software update capability and the ability to update or stop some controller functions from a remote console. From a network and service management perspective, a standardized controller platform providing an execution environment used to install OpenFlow applications would help in the controller management.

In general, it may be unrealistic and against open networking to a priori define the full controller functionalities. It is widely accepted that such functionalities should be incrementally enriched. Unfortunately, after adding new functions to the existing ones, the controller may exhibit unstable or chaotic behavior. This problem is well-known in 3GPP SON [25] and it is solved with so-called coordination of SON functions. In order to alleviate it, the behavior of the network should be observed and appropriate actions can be taken. It appears that such observation and coordination belongs to the SDN management.

In current SDN approaches, the usage of classical, legacy network management systems combined with OpenFlow is often assumed. The analysis of the OpenFlow protocol leads to the conclusion that it lacks primitives that are able to cope with network management operations.

Last, no controller or switches intrinsic management functions are currently defined and no controller management interface is yet proposed. The openness of OpenFlow enables the implementation of some network management functions, but the lack of standardization of a management interface makes impossible to use third-part management solutions in a way as they are used in classical management systems.

The above-mentioned OpenFlow drawbacks show that there are many open issues related to large scale deployments of OpenFlow or SDN-based networks and that a significant evolution of the concept is needed. Such evolution should not ignore the main advantages of OpenFlow presented in Sect. 1, but it should at least partly reuse some ideas from other research domains, especially the latest network management concepts as well as the possibility of integration with the existing network management systems.

4. Latest Trends in Network Management

Network management functions were defined long time ago by the TeleManagement Forum and ITU-T [26], [27]. Functionalities of classical management systems typically include so-called FCAPS functions, i.e. fault management, configuration management, accounting management, performance management and security management. Classical management solutions are typically centralized ones and their high complexity is well known. For management purposes, specific management interfaces have then been developed. In current network operations, the role of a human operator is still significant. It is commonly agreed that in order to cope with future demands, especially with the ever-growing number of managed devices and services, the network management paradigm has to be changed. A widely accepted direction lies on the automation of network management that will finally lead to a plug-and-play management solution. Due to such evolution, network availability is expected to be very much improved and OPEX related to the network management should be significantly reduced.

There is also a consensus in the community that in order to achieve such goals, management decisions should be distributed, and the management system should react quickly; hence the human role in management has to be reduced. The distribution of management decisions helps in providing of quick and local management operations while reducing the volume of the management traffic, and it further increases the reliability of the management plane. In-depth analysis has shown that management cannot be fully decentralized and there are still some operations such as network topological properties, operator’s preferences handling that can be efficiently implemented in a centralized manner. So, it appears that an adequate management system should be a hybrid one, i.e., it has to combine both centralized and decentralized management operations. This is a conclusion of many research projects related to the management of Future Networks that were recently carried out worldwide. In this context, it is worth to mention several European FP7 projects [28]–[31], ETSI activities on
Autonomic Future Internet [32] and 3GPP works on Self-Organizing Networks (SON) [25], which all deal with new network management concepts. Most of them are labeled as autonomic network management. This type of management lies on performing in “real-time” or “near real-time” selected management operations in a fully automated manner in order to provide so-called self-x properties, namely: self-optimization, self-healing and self-configuration of network nodes. Such autonomic concepts can be also reused for the management of services or for joint management operations. All present autonomic management concepts are based on the MAPE paradigm [33]. In this approach, management decisions are taken according to some monitoring data extracted from the network. As a result of these decisions, the network state changes, and the network state is of course sensed again. This behavior describes a classical control system with a feedback, often referred as loop-based. The problem with such an approach lies in the interaction of multiple loops that can lead to potential instabilities. This issue can be somehow resolved by coordination functionalities as proposed in [28].

The autonomic approach to network management has made significant progress in terms of algorithmic solutions and standardization with the definition of reference architecture [32], but there is still lack of commercial deployments. As already mentioned, the most advanced approach is 3GPP SON. Unfortunately, it is applicable only to the radio access network part of the mobile systems that are defined by 3GPP. Moreover the solutions provided so far are not programmable, they remain vendor-specific.

There is then an open issue on how the experience taken from the autonomic management paradigms can be reused in SDN and how present SDN concepts can be integrated with autonomic management solutions.

5. Management Issues in SDN

The SDN approach comes with the promise of programmable functionality and the low cost of devices, mostly due to the expected lower cost of SDN switches. Such an approach may certainly reduce CAPEX, however in case of network management, OPEX is the main driver. As it was previously emphasized, the latest trends in network management leads to network automation which reduces role of human operator and which provides fast reaction to events which finally results in plug-and-play solutions.

Meanwhile, the management issues in SDN-based solutions have been relatively ignored so far. This has been justified in the beginning by the experimental status of OpenFlow-based networks, which aimed at assessing the approach. Setting management capabilities to add new functionalities, to provide highly-reliable operations and to scale with network extension is however of paramount importance when considering large-scale commercial deployments of SDN. The well-known complexity of network management calls for some standardization of the management components in order to decompose the management system and to give room for third-party management sub-systems, as it is currently available in commercial networks. Typically, in such networks, the operators interact with the network via the management system. After network deployment, the most typical network operator’s actions are usually related to network reconfiguration, as a result of network enlargement or topology changes. Network performance optimization is typically carried out via policy mechanisms, which can be seen as indirect mechanisms that influences the network behavior. In SDN-based networks, the situation appears to be significantly different as the operator has the ability to change network operations in a direct way, due to the programmability of the control plane. He can thus design the algorithms that will be used for management or control operations. There are many operations in which strong interactions between the management system and OpenFlow are then required. Examples are traffic rerouting, dynamic resource provisioning or even energy-efficiency solutions, in which unused or lightly loaded nodes or ports of switches can be switched off.

The management functionalities of SDN can be generally divided into two parts. The first part is related to classical management operations, i.e. the already-mentioned FCAPS functionalities. The second part is related to SDN-specific management that copes with the problem of controller and switches management. The first part of the management operations (FCAPS) is now subject of intensive research, but it seems that the second part is almost neglected. One notable exception is the development by ONF of the OF-Config protocol [34]. This protocol is used for configuration of links between the OpenFlow switches and the controller. In the short term, the SDN management operations could be supported by the existing network management protocols (SNMP, NETCONF). There are however many limitations of such an approach: lack of automation of the management procedures, performance and functional limits of the existing protocols to support real-time management based on the loop paradigm.

The management framework for SDN can reuse some well-known network management concepts and it should incorporate as well the latest trends in network and service management.

The functionalities of the SDN management have to incorporate FCAPS functions, but the notion of these functions in SDN must be extended in comparison to classical networks. For example, the SDN approach should support dynamic switching off some unused resources (e.g. ports, switches) in order to implement energy efficient operations. Unfortunately, the OpenFlow protocol has no such direct support, however they can be provided in combination with the classical network management systems.

There are five main new management issues that appear to be specific to SDN only.

• A first issue is imposed by the critical role of the controller, which has to perform most of its operations in a real-time regime. It means that the performance of
the controller has to be monitored, and the controller processes should be categorized and handled according to their real-time requirements [35]. Moreover, the controller resources including the storage and the execution environment have to be monitored and managed. A potential overload of the controller needs to be anticipated and handled. Appropriate reports should be then periodically generated and stored. In case of controller failure, a hot swap operation is necessary.

- A second SDN management issue is related to the programmability of the controller. This important SDN feature requires special care. In order to fully use such capability, the network operator should be able to remotely add new controller functions and to update the existing ones. Such functionality means on-the-fly reprogrammability of the controller. In order to perform such operations, the operator should have a repository of controller’s functions that could be installed in the controller, a mechanism for secure transfer of the code that will be used by the controller and the ability to manage the controller software modules. The management operations should be able to start, stop and monitor the module status. An example of such functionality is provided by OSGi [38]. There are many important reasons that call for the standardization of the controller platform. In a standardized case, the software modules and the way which they are managed could be reusable. Last but not least, the security of the controller platforms can be also provided that way.

- The third management issue is related to the detection of abnormal behavior of the controller due to unexpected interactions of some of the controller modules which indirectly disturb each other, resulting in system performance degradation or instability. This problem can be solved by additional modules or software components to the controller. It is beneficial, however, to define additional monitoring and conflict resolution functionalities for management. All conflicting or problematic situations have then to be reported to the management system for diagnosis purposes.

- The fourth issue is related to the security of SDN control plane and the authentication of newly added switches. It has to be combined with the security of the management platform.

- Finally, that the last issue is related to the determination of the demarcation line between the control plane and the management plane in SDN. Such a problem has been already identified in some latest network management research. In these approaches, some management operations are real-time or near real-time. Therefore they can be also classified as control plane operations. There is not yet consensus on how the problem should be solved since, at present, the OpenFlow control plane supports also such management functions, for instance self-healing procedures.

To summarize, the management issues in SDN lie first in the way the separation between the control and the management functions is performed. Then, there is a need to add a new set of intrinsic procedures to SDN management functions in order to achieve classical or autonomic management functionalities. Finally, a border line between the SDN network operations and SDN-based applications has to be set. Such a separation can help in the definition of the management system role.

There is also an issue whether virtual networks can be seen as applications and how to define Network as a Service (NaaS) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) functions in the SDN case [39]. Indeed, the current activity on NFV carried out at ETSI may raise similar concerns regarding management of applications, and proper interaction between SDN and NFV should be analyzed. In this context, the collaboration between the OpenFlow/SDN controllers and cloud computing orchestrators must hence be thoroughly analyzed, so as to leverage existing solutions.

SDN architecture may certainly have an impact on the management functions. For example, in a solution with multiple controllers, mechanisms of hot swappable controllers with load balancing should play an important role. Typically, since fast management reactions call for distributed and embedded intelligence, all SDN switches should not only detect some events, but also take appropriate actions. Local actuation is faster, more scalable and such a system is more reliable as it eliminates single point of failure. The mentioned benefits are balanced by the price of additional complexity and increased cost of the SDN switches. Consequently, the most efficient management approach seems to be a hybrid, hierarchical one in which the network, for the management purposes, can be split into smaller geographical domains that are locally managed and coordinated by a network management center.

The above-presented discussion leads to the conclusion that there are several variants in which SDN network management can be implemented. These variants are described in more details in the next section.

6. Variants of SDN Management

The first variant of SDN network management lies in enriching the controller with some network management functions (see Fig. 1.). This approach, which is a low cost solution, provides a high level of integration of control and management functions within the SDN controller and it can be used right now. Unfortunately, it comes with some drawbacks.

The first drawback is related to the limited management capabilities of the OpenFlow protocol. This issue can be resolved by the reuse of existing management protocols, for example by the use of SNMP. Though such protocols have to be handled by the SDN controller, this approach has now become pretty popular [17]. In some cases, equipment vendors simply add OpenFlow capabilities to the existing IP routers [20],[21] which makes such an approach natural. However this approach does not solve the problem of the management of the controller platform itself. As explained
in the previous section, the controller platform has also to be monitored and the best way is to do that externally. In the described approach, in case of a failure of the controller, all the management capabilities would be then lost. Moreover, adding the management functions to the controller would significantly increase the controller software complexity.

A second variant of the SDN management can be seen as the classical management approach applied to SDN (see Fig. 2). In this approach, all network devices (switches, controller or controllers) have a management interface that is used for the connection to a centralized management platform. In this approach all the well-known management protocols are re-used as well as software management platforms. The reusability of the existing platforms is the strongest value of this approach. Moreover, in comparison to the previous approach, this one enables external monitoring and management of the controller(s). The main issue here lies in a lack of well-defined communication procedures between the SDN management plane and the control plane and such functionalities have yet to be defined. There are neither management interfaces nor protocols of the switches or the controllers defined, except of the OF-Config protocol, which is used for the configuration of the OpenFlow control plane links. As in the previous variant, another issue is the limited capability of the management protocols for the implementation of advanced real-time management functions.

The cost of this approach is slightly higher than the previous one, but for network operators the value lies in the reuse of some already deployed management platforms, which anyway have to be properly adapted.

The third variant lies in an implementation of the latest autonomic/cognitive network management paradigms (see Fig. 3). The main difference here lies in the distribution of the management functions—all network devices, including switches, have the ability to take some management decisions and they may directly cooperate in order to achieve some management goals.

In this approach, there is a need to exchange management messages not only between the controller and the switches, but also between the switches and an abstract Autonomic Network Management protocol (ANM protocol) must be used for the purpose. Despite the distribution of management intelligence, this approach cannot be fully distributed. In this management architecture, there should be still some nodes that could play the role of a domain or network managers. So, probably we could have a hierarchy of the management nodes similar to that proposed in [36]. As in the previous variants, such an approach can be implemented in the controller platform or in a separate management one. The “central” nodes in this approach have lower management information processing load, in comparison to the two previous variants, because some management functions are handled locally. The benefits of this approach include high reliability of the management plane, fast reaction time to events, and low complexity of the central management platform. In contrast, this also implies higher price of switches and issues related to the deployment of distributed algorithms. An important question still is related to the proper definition of the management functionalities of the switches. Such functionalities can be predefined or have the ability to be programmed and uploaded. The first case can lead to a problematic and long standardization process. The second one means some standardized solution on the execution environment that could be used to implement programmable management on board of SDN switches. In fact, a distributed execution environment would be needed in such a case. The management functions should be then enhanced with functionalities related to the maintenance of the management code distribution among the switches and its execution control in a similar way to that of the management code of the controller. There are some software technologies that can be reused for the implementation of such
an approach, for example distributed agent-based solution FIPA [37] that can be combined with the OSGi [38].

The last variant seems to be the most open one. In such an approach, there is no need for a strict definition of the management interfaces, as they can be defined during the implementation. The drawback of this approach is a higher complexity of switches due to their embedded intelligence and possibly limited performance of the switch for the management purposes (e.g., limited memory and the processing power). As previously mentioned, a separate management platform provides some evident benefits, giving the ability to supervise the controllers and to enable a functional decomposition of SDN. The information exchange between the controllers and the management system has yet to be provided, and can be seen as a cross-layer information exchange. The issue of the separation of the management and control functions between the platforms is raised again, however we see unloading of the controller as a positive value.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, management challenges in SDN have been presented. It has been observed that the management issues in SDN are generally ignored, despite the fact that some management functions are already performed by the SDN controller. In light of the future evolution of SDN, there is a need to put strong emphasis on the management systems in order to envision large scale, commercial SDN deployments. As presented in this paper, the SDN functionalities should include, along with basic network operations, a network control and network management framework together with a programmable software platform for the administration of the controller and the switches. Such important issues like the controller platform management, especially its performance, fault handling through hot swappable solutions and functional upgradeability have to be addressed. To cope with scalability and complexity, separate platforms for the control and the management of SDN networks are recommended. Proper information exchange between these platforms is necessary, which could be provided by programmable interfaces.

We have also proposed and discussed some variants of SDN management. It appears that the variant, which is based on embedded, programmable management solutions, is the appropriate one in the long term. It is in line with the latest concepts of autonomic and cognitive techniques for network management. Such approach calls for a distributed execution environment and can be implemented using already available software technologies. The distribution of the management functions provides multiple benefits in terms of scalability and the reaction time and the programmability of such approach makes the solution flexible, relaxes the standardization efforts and reduces time-to-market. In fact, this approach would enable not only decentralized operations but also a centralized ones — the choice of the way of implementation can be selected on a per function level. The proposed approach still raised one important issue that can impact the way in which SDN could evolve. The problem is related to a proper split of functions between the controller and management platform and their mutual interactions.

It can be noted that the last solution that we advocate for the management of SDN can be reused as well for the implementation of the distributed control plane of SDN. The common denominator is the distributed execution environment that is installed in the SDN controller as well as in the SDN switches.

It is expected that slightly higher complexity of the intelligent SDN switches will result in a significant reduction of OPEX and much higher scalability and reliability of the SDN-based networks. There is however no doubt that the added complexity should not increase the cost the SDN switches significantly and that the distribution of functionalities should still give the centralized view of the network. We believe that the above-mentioned properties may have an important impact in the future SDN development.
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